Abstract: Postmodernism is still a landmark for theatre creators worldwide. Hard to define, it proposes, as Umberto Eco also acknowledged, a critical view of the past, filled with witt and irony, when referring to a disbalanced present, lacking value or perspective. It seems relevant, when talking about postmodernism, to yield Samuel Beckett's writings, his prose and his theatre being stamps of change in the middle of the XXth century. We chose for analysis the play Waiting for Godot, which uncovers postmodern traits, and by discovering them, the text is better understood for the director or actor who is to stage the play or a character from it.
aspiration of knowldege and understanding the reason of being become barren efforts, doomed to failure. The ontological ordinate doesn't come first, but rather the a priori necessity of investigating this coordinate.
In a way, each historical period is distinguished by the presence of a modern part that is to be overcome by the postmodern part. Yet, as Robert Florczak said in one of his conferences, what sets out the XXth century from its past is the appetence for disintegration, decay, kitsch, commercial, shallowness. Centuries of refined aesthetics are demolished by the XIXth century vanguard, marked by the impressionists. The dissolution of form, linked to this current, becomes, through perpetual changes, a manifesto for non-shape, non-structure, non-being, after all. Of course, the vanguard is a form of stringent rebellion, annihilating everything that history has built up to the present. That is why the vanguard does not last, because radical innovation, changing with every new generation of artists, is practically a utopia.
What postmodernism brings new from the vanguard is this objectified view over the renewing logic, to the detriment of a total misinterpretation of essence and structure: "The historical vanguard (…) tries to adjust accounts with the past. (…) The vanguard destroys, disfigures the past. The Ladies of Avignon is a typical vanguard act. Then, the vanguard goes even further, it destroys the face, it annihilates it, comes to the abstract and the informal, to the blank canvas, to the shredded canvas, to the carbonized canvas. (…) But there comes a time when the vanguard (the modern) cannot go further. The postmodern replica is admitting that the past -as it cannot be truly destroyed, because it's destruction would lead to silence -must be revisited: but not with innocence, but with irony." 2 Umberto Eco succeeds in underlining the definitory attitude which delimits the postmodern being (which, lexically speaking, doesn't belong to the past, nor to the present or tomorrow, but to a future perspective already chosen which is, paradoxically, inaccessible), that is the irony.
The reality of the creative postmodern being is determined by a "postapocalyptic" feeling, as Guy Scarpetta said, where innocence or naivety are simply anachronistic. The two world wars, the genocides of the dictatorial regimes, lead to an acute dehumanization. The sense divorces form, time is just an absurd game of cyclicality, the axiological scale is shred to pieces of nothingness, foreshadowing impossibility.
In the theatre of the middle of the XXth century one can recognise art's transgression towards postmodernism. Stylistic definitions remain, even after more than half a century, relative, because the "purity" of classification diminishes with every new decade, when the roots of new currents or tendencies include, generously, new shapes and forms. Among the playwrights who are exponents of theatrical change there is Samuel Beckett, who traditionally belongs to the absurd movement, cultural phenomenon specific to the '50s. However, through his experimental concerns towards writing (drama and novels), Beckett is also a postmodernist: "(…) the analysis of the poetic impossibility of Beckett (juggling with impossibility, with the impotence of word, with failure, this poetic affirms that one must write because it is impossible to write) might extend the postmodern hypothesis, demonstrating that possibility is a characteristic which includes and denies possibility." 3 Preoccupied to achieve a style without style ("écrire sans style"), Beckett purges the word of sense throughout his writings. If in the novel he applies the palinode technique, through the insistent rhetoric, if logical explanation, which annihilates the affirmation, creating a profound feeling of uncertainty to the reader, in the plays, the word slowly disintegrates. The word, as outcome of reason -therefore coordinate of rationality, is in a constant battle with silence, a possible mark of the affect. A rift is foreshadowed in the middle of the Beckettian being, cleaved by its own humanity, when regarding human beings from a Pascalian point of view.
Through words lacking sense thanks to an absurd logic, through silences or breaths quatified to harmony, the person which populates Beckett's universe embodies "the difficulties overcome by the XXth century person, his efforts towards the essence of being." 4 The Beckettian character, when referring to the theatre, usually agonizes polemics and generous paradoxes, worthy of exploring. Although sometimes the physical presence is minimal (in Not I the interpret is dimished to a mouth, standing out from nothingness, saying words at an incredible pace, seconded by a silhouette placed in obscurity, the listener, and in the text Breath the character is simply deleted, the audience hearing only his breath, the stage being invaded by a multitude of objects which seem to suffocate the transmitter) the dichotomy body/spirit is always there in Beckett's texts. As Eugene Webb stated in his study, the conflict is a well masked one, intrinsic, when referring to the characters: "Beckett is not Cartesian. His texts are based on a belief in total disbalance between body and mind, underlining however the futility and naivety of the idea that the universe of reason is less complicated that the universe of the physical world." 5 These atypical, non-Cartesian characters require a different approach from the Stanislaviskian model. The biography of the scenic appearance is futile, because the time in Beckett's plays captures a symbolic cycle, opposing the classical linearity (past-present-future). There are no protagonists with personal histories, linked to a certain period, but rather reverberations of the human, undetermined geographically, culturally or temporally. Didi and Gogo may be shadows of Occidental thinking but, as well, their existential tribulations reclaim their meaning outside Europe, in America (suggestive is the San Quentin performance in 1957, witness of the versatility of postmodern art outside the theatre institution), in Africa (African actors played these roles) or in Asia.
In Waiting for Godot there is world graphically described by the abscissa of the country road and the ordinate of the apparently dry tree (on the branches there will be some leaves in the second act), where the sinusoid of human existence takes place. The space imagined by Beckett creates the illusion of infinity and so does the mathematical demarcation of it. However, the characters are trapped in a loop of expectancy. The image of the road, of the two ghostly presences is also found in Beckett's prose, specifically in Molloy.
The tree, this axis mundi implanted in No Man's Land, is usually interpreted as a vertical connection, a transcendental failure (the tree is dry, it isn't useful even for suicide, because one of the friends would remain alone in case of the branch cracking). Studying Beckett's biography, a relevant detail stands out from James R. Knowlson's book (Damned to Fame: The Life of Samuel Beckett): one of his favourite games in childhood was to climb up the tree in front of his house and from the top, to his mother's despair, to throw himself down, arms wide open, his fall being attenuated by the heavy branches. The tree becomes, from this point of view, a silenced witness of a failed flight, an unsuccessful assimilation of the transcendental.
In this scenery Vladimir and Estragon appear, distorted faces of the same person: "There is a significant irony in the fact that Vladimir, the cultured one, is the less intelligent one: Estragon is not as profound and has somehow a diminished need to know and hope and therefore he is less inclined to selfdelusion."
6 Didi and Gogo, as they call themselves, spend together their apparently useless waiting for Godot, an enigmatic figure who sends every day a new messenger to announce his disappointing absence. The distorted form of "god", by a pejorative suffix, resulting in "Godot", denotes the existence of an abstruse divinity, random, who has to be waited and greeted sine qua non: "And Godot, who is good with one of the boys, but beats the other one (the messengers), acts as arbitrary as God with the thieves or with Cain and Abel." The discussions of the meaning or the consequence of this wait lead to no conclusion, because Vladimir and Estragon will remain imprisoned in the uncertainty of the present, postponing any decision. The bore is deluded with unfinished jokes (laughter has a diuretic effect on Vladimir, hindering him to finish his jokes), existential assertions, hypothetical suicidal attempts. The apparition of Pozzo and Lucky seems to dynamize the scene and the dysfunctional master-servant relationship agonizes the two stragglers. Lucky -ironical name, giving the treatment of his master Pozzo, "dances" and "thinks" to the delight of his audience and owner. The dance is tormented, clumsy, disappointing, but his second ability -that of thinking -represents a key-moment of the play, from our perspective. After he receives his hatsuggesting reason -he recites an apparently incoherent soliloquy, absurd, where "words, vehicles of meaning, seem to no longer embrace reality."
8 The accelerated rhythm of his speech is soon stopped by Vladimir, who snatches the hat from the broadcaster.
The second act resumes the theme from the first act, with slight variations. Vladimir tries to re-enact the routine, annulled by Estragon's absence, and he hums a song. The tree has a few leaves; Pozzo is blind and Lucky is mute. The temporal loop, although imperfect, continually cloisters the characters, whose lives slowly waste, systematically, similar to the particles of sand in Lucky's suitcase, in this "Cackoon country" (Estragon).
We tried to underline a few landmarks which, in our opinion, have application in the discussion about postmodernism, by referring to Waiting for Godot: the aberrant routine of waiting, becoming almost a ritual (the same unfinished jokes, the same suicidal games, the same Biblical or Shakespearian intertextualities), the paradox of cloistered space (although, mathematically speaking, the reference system suggested by the scenography may be host to infinite permutations of the becoming, there is a single resolution every single time), the irony of the name of the awaited presence (God-ot, "Cakoon country" -the land of dejection, when referring to the Irish term or, the literal suggestion to the term of cocoon means limitation).
When translated onto the stage, these postmodern valences help create a more accessible show for the wide audience. We mean, of course, the impact which Waiting for Godot had, since its premiere in 1953, on culture, becoming a landmark of the XXth century. Relevant is the Muppets version of Waiting for Godot in 1992, framing the Beckettian creation into mass consumption, this version of the well-known play reminding us of the term kitsch, but nonetheless, procuring notoriety for Beckett and his creations. In 1988, at San Quentin Prison, Jon Johnson, a Swedish director, worked with a group of inmates to stage Waiting for Godot. They, who live every day the wait as the only hope of freedom, are probably more inclined to understand and represent on stage the universe imagined by Beckett. That is how art exceeds its aesthetic function and becomes a social method of reintegration in the community, a way of mimicking normality for a troubled group. The staging of this play are numerous and varied, but what remains after analysing some of them is the fantastical evolution of the audience perception since the premiere in 1953. If in the beginning the echoes were quite reserved, nowadays the multitude of versions of Waiting for Godot demonstrate the exact opposite: the play's accessibility and validity even in the post-post-modernity.
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